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Abstract

The objective of this study is to improve and optimize the cooling efficiency of liquid and air cooling from server to room
level while applying best practices in the industry. The effect of increased air and coolant temperature has been explored
through a literature survey and studies are conducted from device level to room level for air and liquid cooling. Three
major aspects are considered. A closed-form air cooling solution is proposed for high-powered racks in a modular data
center equipped with in-row coolers. Direct-to-chip liquid cooling technology is extensively studied at the server level for
raised air and coolant inlet temperature for determining thermal performance and reliability of IT equipment. A cost
analysis for liquid cooling has been conducted with a TCO model for the performance improvement and holistic evaluation
of a data center with air and liquid cooling.
The first part consists of a room-level numerical study conducted with high-powered racks in a modular data center with
regular low-powered racks. Typical modular data centers are cooled by perimeter or outdoor cooling units. A comparative
analysis is performed for a typical small-sized non-raised facility to investigate the efficacy and limitations of in-row coolers
in thermal management of IT equipment with variation in rack heat load and containment. Several other aspects like a
parametric study of variable opening areas of duct between racks and in-row coolers, the variation of operating flow rate,
and failure scenarios are also studied to find proper flow distribution, uniformity of outlet temperature, and predict better
performance, energy savings and reliability. The results are presented for general guidance for flexible and quick
installation and safe operation of in-row coolers to improve thermal efficiency.
The Second Part consists of a server-level numerical and experimental study with raised inlet air and coolant temperature
for a hybrid cooled server. A detailed numerical study of an enterprise 1U hybrid cooled server is performed to predict
the effect of raised inlet air temperature on the component temperatures following the limits of ASHARE air cooling
classes. Then, an experimental study is performed in an environmental chamber with high inlet air temperatures. Results
for both studies are compared. Previously warm water cooling or increased coolant inlet temperature has been
experimentally tested on the respective server. Thus, the effect of both air and liquid coolant temperature has been
presented and scaled up to a data center level with help of industry-standard tools for 1D flow network analysis to address
the cooling efficiency improvement.
The third part consists of a cost analysis of a data center with air and liquid cooling using an established TCO model. The
ASHRAE cooling classes for air and liquid cooling are used based on the experimental findings. Also, the effect of cooling
efficiency improvements at component and server level and increased inlet conditions are used to compare with a baseline
model with air cooling.

